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ABSTRACT
In this work we try to identify if there exist specific patterns in the orientation of Roman towns and military
settlements across the Roman Empire, and whether this can be explained by astronomy, as suggested in a
number of ancient texts and latter discussed by contemporary scholars. In order to check if cosmology was
present in the urban planning at Roman times we have analyzed the orientations of more than 250 Roman
sites located in different regions, from the Roman West to the East, and is the largest dataset of this kind obtained so far. Our results present suggestive orientation patterns and point towards an astronomical intentionality, maybe by the integration of important dates of Roman and pre-Roman calendars into the urban
layout.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The incorporation of normativity in the planning
of the territory was characteristic of the Roman culture, and it played a key role in the expansionist project conducted through the different lands. This was
mainly because of their major role in the land control. Although this planification was subject to empirical guidelines that involved environmental factors, among others, the creation of a new urban
space included more symbolic elements, as the performing of a sacred foundational ritual (Ryckwert,
1988). This ritual allegedly recreated the same that
Romulus would have executed in the mythical foundation of Rome and is possible that the directions of
the streets were determined at some point during
this performance.
To undertake the endeavour to form a new urbs,
an enormous manpower and technicians were necessary to design and mark out the site prior to the development of new infrastructures. Several treatises
on land division, rules for the settlement of disputes
and land use that include guidelines about how to
preceed when starting a design and division of the
terrain have survived from some of these technicians: the agrimensores or ancient topographers. Orthogonallity is present in a great part of the Roman
urbanism, that presents two main axes: cardo and
decumanus, ideally running north-south and eastwest respectively. Some ancient authors, as Frontinus (De Agrimensura, 27) or Hyginius Gromaticus
(Constitutio, I) referred that decumanus should ideally
follow the path of the sun. Moreover, although the
surveying treatises described technical steps to proceed to the land division, according to some scholars
the planification rules may have suffered a secularization at some point, hiding more cosmological
principles (Pikulska, 2004). Nevertheless, surveyors
had to cope with a variety of topographical settings
that may have limited a primordial idea, and this
should be considered at examining a new site.
Taking all of this into account, our aim with the
study of the present sample is to elucidate whether
the Roman towns were oriented according to specific
patterns. If so, we are interested in determining if
towns were set incorporating symbology and beliefs
in their plans, that could give us information about
the worldview of the Romans, as well as that of other local peoples of the different areas studied.
Even if astronomy was the determining factor at
orientating the streets, we have explored an alternative method to the direct observation of a celestial

phenomena (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2018b). This is a
geometric technique: the uaratio, also mentioned by
ancient sources and that may have allowed to stablish a chosen orientation without the need to actually
observe the sunrise (Roth-Congés, 1996; Orfila et al.,
2017).
The orientation of Roman towns was studied in
previous works, some of them rejecting the existence
of astronomical patterns (Le Gall, 1975). But in the
last years successive publications on this topic have
claimed that orientations according to astronomical
phenomena do arise when restricted samples are
analyzed (Magli, 2007; Magli, 2008; González-García
and Costa-Ferrer, 2011; González-García and Magli,
2015). All those previous works support the current
results obtained in the different studies conducted
during the elaboration of this research..

2. SAMPLE AND ARCHAEOASTRONOMICAL DATA COLLECTION
The data analyzed consist of a variegated sample
of urban structures mainly in the western part of the
Roman realm. They include 81 urban structures and
military settlements measured in Hispania
(Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2018; González-García et al.,
2015), 30 in Roman Arabia (Rodríguez-Antón et al.,
2016a), 93 in Britannia (Rodríguez-Antón et al.,
2016b), 34 in North Africa (Rodríguez-Antón et al.,
2017) and 32 in Gaul and Germania (Espinosa Espinosa et al., 2016; González-García and García Quintela, 2014; González-García et al., 2016; García Quintela
and González-García, 2016), from which roughly
half of them have been measured in situ. The general
location of these sites is presented in Figure 1. They
were founded or refounded during a timeframe of
about 500 years; from the end of the 3rd century BCE
to the 3rd century CE. The sample includes settlements of diverse status, depending on the terms of
foundation and the type of inhabiting people
(among others factors). Moreover, the present study
encompasses a variety of local traditions spread
across the territories before the Roman arrival. A
number of results of the specific studies of some of
these samples have been already released and the
rest (either submitted or in press) will be published
proximately. For measurements taken during fieldwork campaigns, we use different compass and clinometer tandems simultaneously (Suunto and Silva),
to obtain the azimuth of the streets or other urban
structures and the altitude of the horizon in each
direction, respectively.
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Figure 1: Location of the Roman settlements included in the data sample.

Azimuths are corrected using the WMM magnetic
declination model on the NOAA webpage
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag-web/).
When horizons are blocked, we use a SRTM digital
terrain model to reconstruct the horizon.1 In cases in
which fieldwork was not possible, we have made
some measurements by using Google Earth and assuming the error margin introduced by this tool
(Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2017). In general, we measure the orientation of the main streets of a Roman
town (cardo and decumanus) when possible, or that of
the main sides of the forum of the city and other
streets or urban features (like capitols, for example)
that run parallel to cardo and decumanus. In military
camps and forts the directions are those of their
main axes, since they are mostly rectangled or
squared.
To compare the orientations in such a vast geographic area, we compute the geocentric declination
since it is independent of the geographic coordinates
and the local topography. Besides, by considering
the shape of the terrain, and thus the landscape, it is
possible to identify which astronomical events take
place in the horizon observed. For the interested
reader, the specific data of the orientations of the
diversity of Roman towns and camps obtained so far
can be found in the publications previously referred.

3. MAIN RESULTS
In order to observe the orientation patterns present in the various samples we have conducted independent statistical analysis over groups of sites
differenciated geographically or by the type of settlement (towns, camps, forts, etc.). In this way, we
have studied separatedly a dataset of Roman camps
and forts in Britannia (Rodríguez-Antón et al.,
2016b) and in the Limes Arabicus (Rodríguez-Antón
et al., 2016a), as well as sets of Roman settlements in
the Near East (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2016a), Hispania (González-García et al., 2014; González-García
et al., 2015; Rodríguez-Antón, 2017) and North Africa (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2017); the last two samples include towns and forts. By the statistic, our aim
was to observe whether some orientations are significant and to determine if they agree with relevant
astronomical events that might be important in a
region or during a particular period (Figure 2).

See the online panorama generator at HeyWhatsThat
website. For an estimation of the precission of this and
other digital methods for data acquisition in
archaeoastronomy see Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2017.
1
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Figure 2: Declination curvigrams at some of the studied areas. Left: declination of Roman towns in the Iberian Peninsula (dark grey area) compared to a homogeneous distribution of declinations in the decumanus sector. Center: declination
of military settlements in Britain (grey area) and in the Limes Arabicus (dashed line). Right: declination of settlements
in North Africa (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2017). In all the curvigrams, vertical solid lines indicate the declination of the
sun at the solstices and the dashed lines next to these, that of the extreme positions of the moon.

The resultant orientations obtained for each sample do not follow random distributions but present
particular patterns when we attend to declination
values, as can be observed in Figure 2 for some sets
of data. Various of the most significant orientations
in the different datasets agree with solar positions in
relevant days of the Roman calendar, mainly at
dawn but in some cases we could identify some
preference for sun setting. One of the remarkable
maxima in declination is that which fits to the Winter Solstice sunrise, which is present both in the Roman East and West (see e.g. Figure 2), as well as in
several remains from previous cultures across the
Mediterranean (Belmonte et al., 2010; GonzálezGarcía and Belmonte, 2011).
Another interesting and significant orientation
found in regions of the Roman West is that of δ≈±15º
(Figure 2). It is remarkable as well that cardinal orientations are not the majority in the present sample,
neither in the West nor in the East. Finally, in studies
of samples of orientations of military settlements we
have found a tendency of the axes of the sites to cluster around the position of the sun at March 1st towards the west in Britannia (Rodríguez-Antón et al.,
2016b), and towards the east in the forts of Limes
Arabicus (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2016a). The same
orientation seems to be present in towns near the
Limes Germanicus (Espinosa Espinosa et al., 2016).

4. ARE ROMAN TOWNS ASTRONOMICALLY ORIENTED?
In Figure 2 it can be observed how the declination
do not follow the same pattern neither in the different areas studied nor in the towns and military settlements, but there exist particularities. Nevertheless,
the current results evoke the presence of religious
traditions and political elements in the various created spaces in the relationship to the skyscape. Winter
solstice is relevant from an astronomical perspective,
since the sun is at one of its extreme positions in the
horizon and the solstice has been considered as a
temporal tipping point in most cultures throughout
history. A few days before this date the Saturnalia
was held, being one of the best known Roman festivals (Scullard, 1981). Furthermore, at Augustan
times Capricorn and the winter solstice were incorporated to the Imperial propaganda as a metaphorical representation of Octavian rise to power, symbolizing the transition to a flourishing era ruled by himself as a Princeps (González-García et al., 2018).
An orientation of δ≈15º is also present when restricted areas are observed. One possible explanation
to some of these orientations is that streets look towards the sunrise on April 21st, the mythical day of
the foundation of Rome. Although the declination of
the sun that day is 11½º approximately, the intrinsic
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error of the data and the relevance of the foundational date of the Urbs make reasonable not to discard this scenario for some orientations. This has
been also identified in the Republican temple at Carthago Nova (González-García et al., 2015) and in light
effects that occurred in the Pantheon in Rome this
very same day (Hannah and Magli, 2011). Concretely, it has been identified in a group of towns in the
northwest of Hispania, in Gaul and Germania (see e.
g. González-García and García Quintela, 2014; Espinosa Espinosa et al., 2016; Rodríguez-Antón, 2017),
where Celtic peoples inhabited prior to the Roman
arrival. Interestingly, a declination of 15º agrees
roughly with the position of the sun around May 1st,
traditionally regarded as a Celtic mid-season feast. It
has been suggested in a recent paper that mid-season
feasts were locally integrated into the Julian calendar
in Gaul at some point during the Julio-Claudian
Dynasty (González-García et al., 2016). In addition,
the same orientation has been found in towns and
buildings from that period and it has been proposed
that a horizon calendar may have been used in Celtic-speaking areas in order to coordinate events
among distant regions (García Quintela and González-García, 2017). In this sense, considering such orientation we argue that local practices prevailed or
merged with the Roman ones in several cases.
Results in which orientations seem to follow preRoman patterns appear also in a diachronic study
developed in Carthago Nova, present-day Cartagena
(Spain), where urban features from its foundation by
Hasdrubal in 228 BCE to the Roman period were
studied from an archaeoastronomical perspective
(González-García et al., 2015). The results manifest
an integration of ritual and political elements from
the different historical stages in the topography and
the urbanism of the city.
Another outcome of this research is that cardinal
orientations are rather seldom in our current sample,
against what would be expected (Chevallier, 1967;
Castillo Pascual, 1993). In the Iberian Peninsula these
patterns are rare but there are three exceptions: Basti,
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Gerunda and Libisosa. Curiously, all of them are
located in former Iberian areas, where cardinal and
equinoctial patterns have been identified in Iberian
settlements and sacred places (Esteban, 2002;
Esteban and Escacena, 2013). The same patterns have
been observed in towns in North Africa (RodríguezAntón et al., 2017) and the Near East (RodríguezAntón et al., 2016a), where equinoctial orientations
were detected in former remains from the local peoples like the Nabataeans, the Punics and ProtoBerber groups (see for example Belmonte et al., 2013,
Belmonte et al., 2007, González-García et al., 2017).
Finally and regarding to the resulting orientations
towards sunrises and sunsets in March 1st in military settlements (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 2016ab), we
should consider that during March a number of festivities in honour of Mars, the Roman god of war,
were celebrated. This was so at least in earlier Roman times according to Ovid's Fasti (Fasti, Book 3)
and in the Feriale Duranum (see Espinosa Espinosa et
al., 2016).
Since towns represented the symbolic presence of
the power of Rome in the new provinces, the incorporation of specific orientations might act as a cultural element that lasted over time. In this sense, astronomy would have contributed to create a Roman
geography differentiated form the previous one. Furtermore, the sky in the past should not be considered
as a mere physical space but a place where astronomical objects embodied spiritual agents like gods,
provided organizing principles and defined structures for people´s activities. If this was so, the present results suggest that beliefs and political ideologies were inserted in the Roman city plans during
their spatial configuration through the observation
of the sky.
At this point, it is possible to put aside the oximoron “astronomical orientations-Roman towns”
and to keep on this kind of studies in other provinces of the Roman domain, such as the Illyricum, in
order to elucidate what is behind the observed orientation patterns.
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